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WHAT KIND OF ANCESTOR WILL  YOU BE?
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Our Commitments
1. Vulnerability and discomfort are the 

SEEDS OF TRANSFORMATION.

2. Accept and expect NON-CLOSURE.

3. Acknowledge that SOME HAVE NEVER HAD TO MOVE while 
OTHERS NEVER GET A CHANCE TO SLOW DOWN.

4. To CHALLENGE OURSELVES to examine UNEXPLORED 
BIASES to grow beyond where we are now.

5. Understand that our HUMANITIES are all INTERDEPENDENT.

6. Explore your HISTORY and LEGACIES that got you here 
today.



Difficult Conversations
We have been taught that talking about race shows 

that you have a racial bias toward Black, 
Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC).  

Attaining Racial Equity requires mind-shifting and 
power-shifting which may cause psychological 
distress.



Challenging the Right of Comfort
Right of Comfort is:
 The belief that those with power have a right to emotional and 

psychological comfort
 While scapegoating those who cause discomfort

Challenging the Right of Comfort comes with some questions 
to consider:

 Why does this unsettle me?
 What would it mean if it were true?
 How does this information change my understanding of race?
 How can the unease help reveal some unexamined 

assumptions?
 Because I am White, are there some racial dynamics I cannot 

see?

 The outcome of examination move you toward racial 
equity



Frederick 
Joseph

Black people and people 
of color are taught in 
school, in media, in 
everyday interactions to 
be empathetic and 
understanding of white 
people and their history.  
Most white people never 
have to do the same thing 
for us.” 



Racism is a WHITE PROBLEM. It 
was constructed and created by 
white people and the ultimate 
responsibility lies with white 
people. For too long we've 
looked at it as if it were 
someone else's problem, as if it 
was created in a vacuum.

White Fragility by Robin DiAngelo



HOW RACE & RACISM WORKS
Racism is ordinary, the "normal" way that society does business, a 
"common, everyday" experience of most BIPOC

Racism is conscious and unconscious, AND results in the oppression 
of BIPOC and benefit the dominant group, whites. 

Racism serves the interests of both white people in power AND 
working-class white people--neither group has much incentive to 
fight it.

Racism assigns characteristics to whole groups of people in order to 
advance the idea of race and the superiority of whiteness.



Levels Of Racism: Gardener’s Tale 
The Gardener - Bing video

Source: Camara Jones, American Journal of Public Health 2000

WATCH

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=camara+jones+gardener%27s+tale+video&docid=607989703646072770&mid=C429560F9F9EC064EF9DC429560F9F9EC064EF9D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


Our “Founding Fathers”
 Most owned slaves

 In Jefferson’s book Notes on the State of 
Virginia, he says that Black people could not 
assimilate because they are inferior by 
nature

 The racial inferiority justified slavery and 
genocide

Source:  Stamped:  Racism, Antiracism and You

 They put money over morals and profit over prosperity
 The 3/5th a Man Equation allowed slavery and racist ideals to be 

permanently stamped into founding U.S. documents
 White control ALL major institutions, and set policies and practices 

that benefit whiteness maintaining the white supremacy ideology



Systemic Racism from the 
Beginning
 To prevent uprisings, slaveholders and politicians created 

a system of racist codes:
1. No interracial relationships

2. Classify Natives and Black as livestock to be taxed

3. Blacks could not hold office

4. All property owned by slaves is sold

 White indenture servants who were freed were awarded 
50 acres

 “Black people aren’t born savages, but were savaged by 
slavery”

Source:  Stamped:  Racism, Antiracism and You



…and it CONTINUED AND CONTINUES
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“Separate but 
Equal…”

…REALLY!?!



BASICS OF RACE
 Racial equity has been recognized as a critical variable in 

maximizing workforce development, as staff strive to 
provide high quality and effective services.  

 It has been well-documented that racial biases manifest in 
the policies, practices and everyday operations of 
organizations and institutions. 

 These patterns drive racial inequity often occur without 
the intention or awareness of the staff and leadership. 

 The impacts and negative outcomes on Black, 
Indigenous and People of  Color (BIPOC) patients can be 
severe, leading to lower service access, limited service 
provision and poorer health outcomes. 

 Ultimately, this means workforce development that fail to 
address racial inequity within their institution fall short of 
their mission and vision. 

WATCH Health Equity Animated: 
Equity vs. Equality – YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZd4no4gZnc




https://www.npr.org/sectio
ns/codeswitch/2018/04/11
/601494521/video-
housing-segregation-in-
everyth

WATCH

https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2018/04/11/601494521/video-housing-segregation-in-everything


Connecting 
Racism And 
Health 
Outcomes

Source: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Education

Job Opportunity

Food Access

Community Violence

Access to Health 
Services

Health Behaviors

Safe and Affordable 
Housing

Socioeconomic Status

Environmental ExposureRacism Health Outcomes



“The least of it is the daily 
infractions whites commit by 
saying and doing regrettable 
things, given their socialization 
in a culture that is set up to keep 
them ignorant of their ignorance 
of the violence committed 
against people of color whether 
by policy, exception, 
surveillance, or neglect.”

Claudia Rankine









Humanity
Compassionate, sympathetic, or 

generous behavior or 
disposition--the quality or state 
of being humane

22 of 34

Everything is connected to everything!

Everyone is connected to everyone!



Power and Privilege
We need to be mindful about power and privilege in racial 
relationships.

Power is relational, contextual and inequitably distributed.

Whiteness, the centrality of whiteness and the possession of white 
skin are assigned considerable power and privilege in our society.

The degree of responsibility and accountability that one has to a 
relationship should be proportional to the  degree of power and 
privilege one possesses

Critical thinking and self-reflections are ESSENTIAL.
Source: Ken Hardy, PhD





Thank You
Reggie Caldwell, LCSW
ReggieCaldwellLCSW@gmail.com

 Guru of Gratitude

 Lover of Laughter

 Professor of Life’s Passions

 Harbinger of Happiness 

 Luminary of Alliterations

• The forces that support 
racial equity are far less 
powerful than the 
system of white 
supremacy that drives 
inequity—the racial 
trauma is relentless

• I can’t afford not taking 
on systemic and 
structural racism—I must 
like my life depends on 
it—because it does.

mailto:ReggieCaldwellLCSW@gmail.com
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